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Abstract

Since1960, the chimpanzees(Pantroglodytes) of Gombe
National Park, Tanzania, have been studied by behavioral
ecologists, including Jane Goodall . Data has been col-
lected for the last 40 years and it is now being further
analyzed by researchers in order to increase our under-
standing of the social structure of chimpanzees. In this pa-
per, we consider the following question of interest to be-
havioral ecologists –“ Does clustering exist among female
chimpanzees in terms of the spatial locations visited by
them?” T he analysis of this question will help behavioral
ecologists to learn about the space use and the social in-
teractionsbetween female chimpanzees. Thedata collected
for this analysis are marked spatial point patterns over the
park. Current spatial clustering methods lack the abilit y
to handle such marked point patterns directly. This paper
presents a novel application of spatial point pattern analy-
sisand data miningtechniquesto the ecological problemof
clustering female chimpanzees. We studied various spatial
analysis techniques and foundthat the Ripley’s K-function
providesa powerful tool for evaluatingclustering behavior
amongspatial point patterns. We then proposed two clus-
tering approaches for marked point patterns based on this
widely-used statistical K-function. Experimental resultsus-
ing the proposed clustering methodsprovide significant in-
sight into thedynamicsof female chimpanzeespaceuseand
into the overall social stucture of the species. In addition,
the methods proposed here can be extended to also include
temporal information.
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1 Introduction

In 1960, Jane Goodall began the first long-term field
study of chimpanzees, at the Gombe National Park, Tanza-
nia. This study continues today and has greatly increased
our understanding of chimpanzeebehavior and evolution
of their social structure. Since chimpanzees are our clos-
est living relatives, it also provides insight into how human
societies have evolved in the past. One of the main aims
of behavioral ecology is to understand how ecology influ-
ences the social structure exhibited by an animal species.
This question is particularly important in chimpanzees be-
cause they have an unusual social structure. Althoughthey
live in permanent social groups, they have afission-fusion
society in which groups are transient and range from soli -
tary individuals to larger groups. Thispattern appears to be
a result of differences in individual spaceuse. It is there-
fore critical to measurespaceuse in order to understandthe
ecological factors that influencetheoverall social structure.
Thus, findingmethodsby which to assess spaceusage isof
primary interest to chimpanzeeresearchers and behavioral
ecologists in general.

Chimpanzees show adistinctivegroupingwith malesof-
ten traveling in larger groupswhile females exhibit a more
solitary behavior. The latter are studied in this paper. The
data collected for the chimpanzees are a set of marked
point patterns over a spatial region (chimpanzee commu-
nity range). Much less research has been done to under-
stand the interaction amongsuch spatial point patterns for
individualsor groupsof individuals. Thus, in thispaper, we
apply dataminingandspatial statistical techniquesto study
clustering of female chimpanzeelocations. The challenge
lies in the clustering of marked point patterns where the
amount of overlapamongthedifferent point patternsisvery
pronounced. The aim here is to achieve an ecologically-
meaningful clustering of the marked point patterns (for fe-
male chimpanzees). This paper shows two approaches for
clustering these point patterns. The first approach uses the



Ripley’sK-functionwith the complete-link clusteringalgo-
rithm (hierarchical clustering) while the second approach
usestheRipley’sK-functionalongwith thereverseCuthill -
Mckee (RCM) algorithm, a matrix block diagonalization
technique. These approachesprovide abehavioral ecologist
with an easy ecologically-meaningful, statistical interpreta-
tion of clustering among female chimpanzees. The tech-
niques shown here for female chimpanzees can be applied
to studyspatial clusteringamong other speciesaswell .

Theremainder of thispaper isorganizedasfollows– sec-
tion 2summarizesthemain contributionsof research in this
paper. Section 3 providesdomain backgroundandexplains
the main hypothesis of interest to behavioral ecologists,
which is addressed by this paper. Section 4summarizes re-
lated work. Section 5explains two proposed approaches to
addressthe problem of spatial clustering of point patterns.
These approachescombinethe existingspatial statisticsand
datamining techniques in a novel fashion. Section 6shows
some of the (ecologically) interesting experimental results.
Section 7 draws conclusions and identifies future research
directions.

2 Key contr ibutions:

2.1 Data Mining domain:

Themain contributionsof thispaper to dataminingare:

(i) Clustering techniques for marked spatial point pro-
cesses: Spatial clustering is currently a highly active
research topic in data mining. Han et al. [8] pro-
vide anice survey of spatial clustering methods used
in data mining. However, the ‘marked spatial point
pattern’ characteristic of thisdataset, makes it difficult
to directly apply traditional spatial clustering methods
(partitional-based, hierarchical-based, density-based,
or grid-based) in order to addressour spatial clustering
problem. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work
has been done to addressclustering in such datasets,
wherein we have distinct point processes (marks i.e.,
female chimpanzees) with an observed spatial distri-
bution over a given spatial region. This paper thus
provides two novel approaches to cluster spatial point
processes by using existing spatial statistical and data
miningmethods.

(ii ) Application of these techniques to a real-world
dataset: This paper shows a real-world problem of
interest to researchers viz, clustering of spatial point
processto identify neighborhoods. We show the ap-
plication of proposed methodsto a real-world ecologi-
cal dataset. Thepaper also demonstratesthat these ap-
proacheshelp in understanding the clustering changes
over distance. Such information is useful for studying
the interactionsamongspatial point patterns.

(iii ) Groundwork for extending to spatio-temporal analy-
sis: Extensions of K-function to spatio-temporal do-
main will be useful to domain scientists. This pa-
per lays the groundwork for future work of spatio-
temporal clustering of spatial point processes.

2.2 Behavioral EcologyDomain:

The main contributionsof this paper to behavioral ecol-
ogyare:

(i) Female neighborhood identification: These results
contribute to chimpanzee research by assisting re-
searchersin theidentification of femaleneighborhoods
or lack thereof. It also helps to identify females who
use a “loner” strategy (outlier).

(ii ) Ranging patterns for males vs. females: These tech-
niquesallow chimpanzeeresearchers to rigorously ex-
amine the ranging patterns for males sincesome stud-
ies havesuggested they also have core areascompara-
ble to those for females.

(iii ) The big picture: While contributing greatly to chim-
panzeeresearch, these findings are also applicable to
the larger behavioral ecology domain. In general,
ranging and grouping patterns are of primary interest
to behavioral ecologists. There is often a great deal of
overlap between individual or groupranges. The tech-
niqueswedevelop herehelp to identify clusterswithin
aspecieshavingahighly pronounced overlap between
individual/groupspaceusage. We are therefore confi-
dent that it can also be applied to species with similar
or lower degreesof spatial overlap.

3 Domain background

3.1 Study siteand data collection:

Jane Goodall began the Gombe Stream chimpanzeere-
search project in 1960. Gombe is a small park (35 km2)
located on the eastern border of Lake Tanganyika, and its
habitat rangesfrom semi-deciduousforests in thevalleys to
grasslandsontheridges. Thepark includes12main valleys
alongapproximately 14kmof shoreline. There are currently
three communities in the park, two of which are habitu-
ated (Fig. 1). The community rangesfor these communities
are given by 99% minimum convex polygons (MCP) of all
chimpanzeefollow locations for a specific time interval, as
shown in Fig. 1. The central Kasekela community hasbeen
studied since1960while thenorthern Mitumba community
hasbeen studied since1983.

Since1973, observershave followed one chimpanzeein
the Kasekela community (hereafter the “focal” of a “fol-
low” ) for an entire day (as described in Goodall [7]). They



Figure 1. Gombe
National Park,
Tanzania.

note point samples at 15-
minute intervals, and record
information like groupcom-
position, sexual states for all
females, location, and feed-
ing of the focal. It should
benoted that only asubset of
community membersarefol-
lowed sincesomefemales in
the community are still anx-
ious in the presence of hu-
man observers and can not
befollowed for an entireday.
Rangingandassociation pat-
ternsarederived for thesein-
dividuals, however, based on
where they are encountered
during a follow (Willi ams et
al. [18]). All of these data

have been computerized and are housed at the University
of Minnesota. We have accessto all l ong-term records, and
subsequent analysesin thispaper arebased on datafrom the
Kasekela community. From 1974-2002, the Kasekela com-
munity contained between 20-36 adult chimpanzees with
12-24adult femalesand 7-18adult males.

3.2 Chimpanzeesocial structure & female space
use

Chimpanzees are ahighly gregarious species with tran-
sient fission-fusion groupings within a permanent commu-
nity (Goodall [7]). The sociabilit y and ranging patterns of
male and female chimpanzees differ distinctively. Males
are more social than females, use the entire community
range, and exhibit pronounced dominancehierarchies (By-
gott [2]; Goodall [7]). Females, by comparison, are less
social than males, concentrate their use in subsets of the
community range, and have asubtler dominancehierarchy
(Nishida [11]; Wrangham et al. [19]). While females typ-
ically disperse from their natal community, individualscan
adopt threedifferent spaceuse strategies: immigration into
a community, remaining within the natal community, or
occupying a peripheral range. Regardlessof her position
within/arounda community, each female is associated with
a particular area (“core area” ) in which she spends most
of her time. It should be noted that female locations and
core areasoverlapsubstantially (Goodall [7]; Hasegawa[9];
Willi ams et al. [18]). Figure 2 ill ustrates a high degree
of overlap of core area points for females in two distinct
year intervals (1979-1982and 2001-2002). Oncethey have
established a core area, females demonstrate a high level
of site fidelity even in the faceof shifting male territories
(Willi ams et al [18]). It should be noted females often in-
crease their sociabilit y and rangewell outside their core ar-

Figure 2. Core area points for adult female
chimpanzees. (Note that the community
range size and the degree of overlap changes
substantially. In 1979-1982, the community
range (99% MCP) covered 8.1 km2. In 2001-
2002, it covered 18.6 km2.)

(a) 1979-1982 (b) 2001-2002

easwhen sexually receptive.
Previous research from Gombe has reported that female

core areasare clustered into neighborhoods(Willi amset al.,
[18]). “Neighborhoods” are defined as distinct, stable clus-
tersof thefemales’ spatial point patterns. Duringtheir study
period(1975-1992),Willi amset al. reported that Gombefe-
maleswere clustered into two neighborhoodswith afew fe-
males occupying a peripheral core area. They also found
that female spacehad implications in terms of reproduc-
tive success. Northern neighborhoodfemales had higher
reproductive success than southern neighborhoodfemales
while femaleswhoswitched neighborhoodsdid poorly. Pe-
ripheral femaleseither had very high or very low reproduc-
tivesuccess. Understandingfemalespaceuseisparticularly
crucial because of these implications for reproductive suc-
cessand because it is thought to determine male distribu-
tion, intergroupaggression, andmatingsystems.

4 Related work:

The ranging information for female chimpanzees is a
spatial marked point pattern over the community range.
Analysis of spatial point patterns is an active field of study
in the spatial statistics. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, littl eresearch hasbeen donein clusteringmarkedspa-
tial point pattern analysis (seeHan et al. [8]; Shekhar et al.
[17]). In the past, chimpanzeestudies have often catego-
rized females as “northern” , “southern” , “central” , or “pe-
ripheral” (e.g. Nishida [11]). While these terms may im-



ply a neighborhood female distribution, they were based
on visual estimates of data or a general sense of female
space use from field observations. Clustering of chim-
panzees into neighborhoods was first defined mathemati-
cally by Willi ams et al. [18]. They showed the importance
of ranging behavior of females and increased our under-
standing of the social structure of chimpanzees. However,
this research did not allow for the study of how cluster-
ing varies with distance i.e. are there any global and/or lo-
cal ranging patternswhich influencethe interactionsamong
different chimpanzees ? In addition, the use of dendro-
grams is of concern due to the inherent sensitivity of or-
deringwithin dendrogramswith respect to thedissimilarity
measure.

5 Clustering spatial point patterns

5.1 Problem definition

The location data for female chimpanzees in Gombe
Park is a marked spatial point processwhere each female
represents a unique mark. From a behavioral ecology
point of view, we want to determine whether there exist
any neighborhoods (stable clusters) among female chim-
panzees. Hence, from aspatial datamining perspective, the
main problem addressed by thispaper is–
“ Given a marked spatial point process, is there a spatial
clustering amongthedifferent marked processes?”

This research aims to useunsupervised learningto study
clustering among marked spatial point patterns. For this,
we combine “datamining+ spatial statistics” techniques to
provide methods to study clustering at different distances.
In spatial statistics, there are two main alternative methods
(Cressie [3]) used for analysesof spatial point pattern data.
One is based on determining the attraction and repulsion
effects by observing cell -count statistics – e.g. using the
second-order moment function, Ripley’s K-function (Rip-
ley [14]). Theother isbased onthe useof nearest-neighbor
information(Diggle andCox [5], Diggle [4]). For our anal-
ysis, we consider the use of the former since it provides a
goodmeans by which to assessthe variation of interaction
effects with distance. Furthermore, statisticians generally
believe that the former provides a better, rigorous statisti-
cal analysis. In this paper, we use two different methods
for clustering marked spatial point pattern using a spatial
measure (K-function) as the dissimilarity measure viz, the
first uses complete-link (hierarchical) algorithm while the
second uses reverseCuthill -Mckeeorderingfor block diag-
onalization of matrices.

5.2 Dissimilar ity measure

The first-order properties of a spatial point pattern are
described by the variation of the expected value (mean or

average) across space(e.g. the intensity of the spatial point
pattern). Such properties are usually estimated using ker-
nel estimationtechniques. Second-order propertiesdescribe
the covariance(or correlation) between valuesof thespatial
point pattern at different regions in space. The K-function
provides one such measure for the second-order properties
over a rangeof distances.

TheK-function providesapowerful spatial statistical ap-
proach to study both local as well as global interactions
among point patterns. The K-function is an isotropic mea-
surei.e. it is independent of thedirection. It can describethe
characteristics of point processes at many different scales,
which isa characteristic that most other summary functions
(likemean nearest-neighbor distributionandthe cumulative
distribution function) lack. TheK-functionat a distance‘r’
gives a measure of difference between the observed num-
ber of pairs of points within distance ‘r’ of each other and
the expected number of pairs of points within distance ‘r’
of each other. For the univariate case, the pair of points
have same marks while for the bivariate case, the pair of
points have different marks. The K-function tests a point
pattern for attraction, repulsion or completespatial random-
ness(CSR) among points. Note that for spatial point pro-
cesses, CSR is equivalent to the assumption that the under-
lying point processisahomogeneousPoisson process. For-
mally,

Definition 1 TheK-function(Ripley[13]), at a distance‘ r’
for a univariatespatial point pattern isdefined as–
K(r) = λ−1 E(number of extra eventswithin distancer of a
randomly chosen event)
where, λ is the intensity of that spatial point process.

Mathematically, supposethat weobserve apoint process
over a plane region D of areaA and that the observed x-
points are x1, . . . , xn, then the unbiased estimate for uni-
variate K-function (Lotwick and Silverman [10]), without
any edge corrections, is–

K̂xx(r) =
A

n2

∑

i6=j

∑ Ir(dij)

wij

(1)

where Ir(dij) is an indicator function which is zero if dis-
tance between i and j (both have same marks) is greater
than r. Otherwise, it is the reciprocal of the proportion of
the circumference of the circle centered at i with radius
d(xi,xj) that islyingwithin thesamplingwindow D. In case
of CSR, the expected value K̂(r) is πr2. If the observed
K̂(r) > πr2, then the point processis said to be clustered
at distancer. If K̂(r) < πr2, then the point processis said
to show repulsionamongthepoints.

Definition 2 Thedefinition of K-function isextended to the
bivariate case, Kij(r), as,
Kij(r) = λ−1

j E(number of type j events within distance r
of a randomly chosen event of type i)



where, λj is the intensity of that spatial point processwith
marks j.

ThebivariateK-function isasymmetric measure, unless
edge-correctionsareused. Edge correctionsarerequired if a
number of pointsof interest are closeto theboundary of the
study area. In our methods, the indicator function Ir(dij)
used in theunbiasedestimateof K-functioncapturethe edge
corrections required, if any. Mathematically, suppose that
weobservey-point processy1, . . . , ym over thesameplane
regionD, then theunbiased estimatefor K-functionwithout
any edge corrections(Lotwick andSilverman [10]) is –

K̂xy(r) = An−1m−1
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

Ir(dij)

wij

(2)

where Ir(dij) is an indicator function is defined similar to
univariate case. Since the scale for K̂xy(r) is not linear in
r, Besag’sL-function(Besag [1]) is usually used to provide
an easy linear interpretation of theinteractionsamong point
patterns. An important observation is that the variance of

the function
√

Kxy(r)
π

is almost constant.

Definition 3 TheL-function is thusdefined as–

Lxy(r) =

√
Kxy(r)

π
− r (3)

If the estimate L̂xy(r) is positive (greater than zero) then
it indicates that there is attraction between x-points and y-
points at distance lessthan or equal to r, while anegative
valuefor L̂xy(r) indicatesrepulsion. If L̂xy(r) equalszero,
then it indicatescompletespatial randomness.

5.3 Spatial Point pAttern ClustEr ing algor ithm-1
(SPACE-1)

Thefirst algorithm usestheMAX or complete-link clus-
tering algorithm (Han et al. [8]). The estimate of L-
function, computed using the unbiased estimator of K-
function, was used as the dissimilarity measure. The MAX
clusteringtechniquedefinestheproximity of two clustersas
the maximum distance (minimum similarity) between any
two points in the different clusters. The reason for using
this techniquewas because it was less susceptible to noise,
which was a problem in our dataset due to some outlier
pointsfor somemarks(females) in thespatial point pattern.
The disadvantage of this technique is that it favors globu-
lar shapes. This was not a problem in our case, sincemost
of the core areas for the females were globular. The algo-
rithm 1 shows the steps for this approach. This algorithm
outputsahierarchical clustering of thepoint patternswhich
isplotted asa dendrogram, as shown in figure3(a).

5.3.1 Time complexity of SPACE-1 algor ithm

For themarked spatial point pattern S, let M = {m} bethe
set of all marksandlet |M | = n. Let p1, . . . , pn bethenum-
ber of points of each respective mark mi ∈ S , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Algor ithm 1 SPACE-1

Input:
• A bounding polygonfor spatial region.
• A marked spatial point pattern within the spatial re-

gion.
• Distance‘r’ f or clustering.

Output:
• A hierarchical clustering of marks.

Pseudo-code:
1. Initializetheset S = {m|m is a mark }.
2. For each mi, mj ∈ S,
3. Compute L̂mimj

(r) at distancer between each pair
of themarksmi andmj.

4. Endfor.
5. Create a dissimilarity matrix MbL(r) = [lij ] , lij =

L̂mimj
(r) (L-functionestimatefor marksmi andmj).

6. Using complete-link clustering algorithm and dissim-
ilarity matrix MbL(r), obtain a hierarchical clustering
for marks in S.

7. Plot the hierarchical clustering of marks as a dendro-
gram.

Let k = maxn(pi) be the maximum number of points for a
mark in S. Then theworst-casetime complexity for comput-
ing the value of K-function (and hence L̂mimj

(r)) for any
pair of marks (unique or same mark) is O(k2). Thus, the
worst-case time complexity of computingall n2 L̂mimj

(r)
values in the first threesteps of the algorithm is O(k2n2).
For the complete-link clustering, the time required to ini-
tially sort the distances is O(n2 log n). After each merge
iteration, the distancemetric can be updated in O(n). Thus,
the overall worst-case time complexity of the algorithm
SPACE-1 isO(max(k2n2, n2 log n)).

5.4 Problems in clustering using dendrograms

Initial work by Willi ams et al. for neighborhood detec-
tion motivated us to use dendrograms for visualization of
spatial clustering of point patterns. However, several ques-
tions have been raised with respect to the applicabilit y of
dendrograms to clustering (Shroeder et al. [16]). Dendro-
grams can show instabilit y or sensitivity for minor varia-
tions in dissimilarity values. In addition, dendrograms re-
quireresearchersto usedomain knowledgein order to iden-
tify the correct number of clusters. Finally, they assume a
hierarchical structure to the dataset and will i mpose such
a structure even in non-hierarchal systems. In this partic-
ular dataset, there is no evidence that female chimpanzee
spaceuse is hierarchical in nature. These concerns moti-
vated us to investigate the limitations of dendrograms and
also use matrix block diagonalization techniques for clus-



Algor ithm 2 SPACE-2

Input:
• A bounding polygonfor spatial region.
• A marked spatial point pattern within the spatial re-

gion.
• Distance‘r’ f or clustering.

Output:
• A block diagonalized matrix of dissimilarity indices.

Pseudo-code:
1. Initializetheset S = {m|m is a mark }
2. For each mi, mj ∈ S.
3. Compute L̂mimj

(r) at distancer between each pair
of themarksmi andmj .

4. Endfor.
5. Create a dissimilarity matrix MbL(r) = [lij ] , lij =

L̂mimj
(r) (L-functionestimate for marksmi andmj)

6. Using the reverse Cuthill -McKee algorithm, block di-
agonalizematrix MbL(r) to obtain M ′

bL(r)
.

7. Plot theblock diagonalized matrix M ′
bL(r)

.

tering L̂mimj
(r) estimates.

5.5 Spatial Point pAttern ClustEr ing algor ithm-2
(SPACE-2)

This algorithm also uses L̂mimj
(r), estimated using un-

biased estimator of K-function, as the dissimilarity mea-
sure. However, instead of using the complete-link algo-
rithm, here we use the reverse Cuthill -McKee(RCM) or-
deringalgorithm (George andLiu [6]) to block diagonalize
the matrix MbL(r) of the L̂mimj

(r) estimated for each pair
of marks. Thismethodalso requiresasubjectivedetermina-
tion of clusters but it is more stable than dendrogramsand
does not assume ahierarchical nature to the dataset. Also,
as a heuristic approach is used to choose the initial starting
vertex in RCM technique, the current approach may require
several iterationswith different starting nodesin order to get
agood block diagonalized matrix (clustering). Algorithm 2
shows the steps for this approach. This algorithm outputs
a block diagonalized matrix for the marks of spatial point
pattern, as shown in figure3(d).

5.5.1 Time complexity of SPACE-2 algor ithm

Similar to SPACE-1’s analysis, the worst-case time com-
plexity of computing all n2 L̂mimj

(r)-values for the ma-
trix MbL(r) using the first three steps of the algorithm is

O(k2n2). For RCM algorithm, the time complexity is
O(d log d |V |), where d = max{ degree(v) | v ∈ V }.
Since in algorithm SPACE-2, all the cell values in the ma-
trix may have a non-zero value, in worst-case scenario -

Figure 4. Clustering u sing SPACE-2 for year
interval 1979-1982 and r = 250m.
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d = |V | = n. Hence, the worst-case time complex-
ity of RCM is also O(n2 log n). Thus, the overall worst-
case time complexity of the algorithm SPACE-2 is also
O(max(k2n2, n2 log n)).

6 Experimental results

For our analysis, we use the locations for each female
chimpanzeewithin itscore area. In order to establish a core
area, we use a50% usage kernel of “alone” locations for
each female (similar to the approach used by Willi ams et
al. [18]). A female is “alone” so longas she is not sexually
receptive and no other chimpanzees arrive into that follow
within five minutes. Mother/daughter pairs and dependent
offspring are still considered alone. The unbiased estimate
of K-function (and hence L̂mimj

(r)) for each pair of fe-
males is obtained using the splancs package (Rowlingson
and Diggle [15]). For complete-link clustering, we use the
“hclust” methodin R statistical language[12] while for ob-
taining RCM ordering, we use “symrcm” function in Mat-
Lab.

Oneof themain advantagesof theK-functionis the abil -
ity to consider clustering at different scales. For this anal-
ysis, we choose distances (r) based on domain knowledge
in terms of what distances would be biologically meaning-
ful. The distances used in subsequent analyses are 100m,
250m, and 400m. The minimum distance (100m) reflects
the inherent locational inaccuracy present in the dataset,
sincelocationshave been digitized from hand drawn maps.
Given the topology of Gombe National Park, a 400m ra-
dius arounda point will most often include points located
in different valleys. Chimpanzees primarily communicate
viavocalizations, theloudest of which isgenerally confined
to a single valley. We therefore considered 400m to be the
maximumdistance at which chimpanzeescan communicate
or gain knowledge about the location of conspecifics. 250m



Figure 3. Clustering u sing SPACE-1 (dendrograms) and SPACE-2 (matrices) for year interval 2001-
2002.

(a) r = 100m (b) r = 250m (c) r = 400m
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(d) r = 100m
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(e) r = 250m
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(f) r = 400m

represents the midpoint between the minimum and maxi-
mum distances.

Here, we consider theprevalenceof clustersor neighbor-
hoods for two distinct time periods: 1979-1982and 2001-
2002. These intervals represent the extremesof our dataset
with 1979-1982 having the smallest community range and
most overlap of core arealocationswhilethepointsaremost
spread out in 2001-2002(refer to figure 2). While dendro-
gramsfor 1979-1982seem to cluster femalesinto neighbor-
hoods, the results from our block diagonal matrix suggest
that there are no distinct clusters (Fig 4). Rather most fe-
males are clustered into the center of the range except for
a few outliers (loners or peripheral females) (SY, HR, JO,
KD, NP, SP, DO). Interestingly, HR, JO, andKD formaspa-
tially peripheral cluster while the other peripheral females
are more solitary spatially. It seems likely that the lack of
distinct clusters results from a high density of females in a
small community range.

The dendrograms for 2001-2002 ill ustrate the difficul-
tiesof determiningclusters(neighborhoods)at different dis-
tances(Fig. 3(a),(b),(c)). Theordering of individualswithin
clusters changes dramatically with slight variations in L-
values. For example, FF belongs to different clusters at
different distances. At 100m, she is clustered with NAS,
GA, andGM while at greater distances sheisremoved from
larger clustersand is grouped with YD. Thisexample ill us-

trates how clustering at different distances affects analyses
of neighborhood(cluster)-level questions. The results of
theblock diagonal matrix clustering(Fig. 3(d),(e),(f)) ill us-
trates that FF is clustered to a group of individuals (NAS,
GA, GM) at all distances. It should be noted, however, that
she is also clustered with TA and slightly clustered to PI.
Visual inspection of the alone points confirm that FFs core
areaoverlaps with those for both PI and TA as compared
to those for other females, thoughthe overlap is more pro-
nounced with TA. Thus, the results ill ustrate the instabil -
ity of dendrograms for slight changes in L-function values
and the relative stabilit y of block diagonal matrices. This
stabilit y gives behavioral ecologists more confidencewhen
investigatingcluster-level hypotheses.

The 2001-2002matrices allow behavioral ecologists to
define clusters(femaleneighborhoods) for further analyses.
As subfigure 3(d) ill ustrates, there are two clearly defined
neighborhoods for this era: (i) TA, FF, FN, GA, and GM
and (ii ) SA, SI, SR, SW, and TT. Note that PI appears to
centrally located with a slightly higher degreeof overlap to
neighborhood(i). Theseneighborhoodspersist at 250m but
become lessprominent at 400m. This shows that most fe-
males are globally clustered at that distanceof 400m while
they show local neighborhoods at smaller distances like
100m/250m. Similar to the 1979-1982era, there are some
peripheral females like TZ, HO, JF, and YD in 2001-2002.



HO remainsperipheral at all distanceswhich ill ustrates that
her spaceuse is markedly different from that for all other
community females.

7 Conclusions and future work

This paper shows the application of spatial statistics
and data mining techniques to an ecological dataset. The
main question studied in this paper requires techniques for
clustering of marked spatial point patterns. Hence, two
clustering algorithms, SPACE-1 and SPACE-2, were pro-
posed. Both the approaches used the bivariate K-function
(L-function) as a dissimilarity measure. Experimental re-
sults show that the former methodalways gives neighbor-
hoods for female chimpanzees. However, there is a some
instabilit y in the resultsdueto thesensitivity of thedendro-
gramsin theformer approach. Thelatter approach provides
a better, more stable picture of clustering amongthe chim-
panzees. Overall , thesetechniquesenablebehavioral ecolo-
gists to study the effect of distanceon the spatial clustering
of female chimpanzees. Whilethesetechniquesweredevel-
oped to analyzespaceuse amongfemale chimpanzees, they
will be broadly applicable to other species showing territo-
rial spaceusage.

Futureresearch directionsincludeusing inhomogeneous
K-function and extending the analysis to spatio-temporal
domain. Asevidenced bythediagonal block matrices, most
females exhibit high degree of self-clustering. This sug-
gests that they concentrate their spaceuse to small areas of
thelarger community range. Further investigation of female
clustering using an inhomogeneousK-function is required.
Primate socio-ecological models predict that female space
use is primarily determined by the distribution of food re-
sources. We are therefore currently developing spatial co-
variates(likevegetation quality surface) for obtainingan in-
tensity functionfor the inhomogeneousPoisson process. In
additionto thisextension, we are also incorporatingtempo-
ral information in order to test the hypothesis that “ females
may overlap spatially but avoid each other by occupying
temporally disjoint core areas.”
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